originate between Europa and Ganymede (Fig. 2b) , we obtain more than 1 £ 10 4 cm 22 s 21 for the atmospheric flux of ions that are converted to escaping 50-80 keV ENAs. This value establishes a lower limit to the precipitating intensities equal to 0.7% of the highaltitude, trapped ion intensities. If all protons measured by Galileo precipitate with a similar fraction, the energy deposition into the atmosphere would be of order 0.1-0.2 erg cm 22 s 21 , at magnetic latitudes roughly between 718 and 758 (latitudes that map magnetically to the region between the orbits of Ganymede and Europa).
String theory is the most promising approach to the long-sought unified description of the four forces of nature and the elementary particles 1 , but direct evidence supporting it is lacking. The theory requires six extra spatial dimensions beyond the three that we observe; it is usually supposed that these extra dimensions are curled up into small spaces. This 'compactification' induces 'moduli' fields, which describe the size and shape of the compact dimensions at each point in space-time. These moduli fields generate forces with strengths comparable to gravity, which according to some recent predictions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] might be detected on length scales of about 100 mm. Here we report a search for gravitational-strength forces using planar oscillators separated by a gap of 108 mm. No new forces are observed, ruling out a substantial portion of the previously allowed parameter space 4 for the strange and gluon moduli forces, and setting a new upper limit on the range of the string dilaton 2,3 and radion [5] [6] [7] forces.
The combined potential energy V due to a modulus force and newtonian gravity may be written:
The first term is Newton's universal gravitation law, with G the gravitational constant, r 12 the distance between two points r 1 and r 2 in the test masses, and r 1 , r 2 the mass densities of the two bodies. The second term is a Yukawa potential, with a the strength of the new force relative to gravity, and l the range. As for any forcemediating field, the range of the modulus force is related to its mass m by l ¼ h=mc. Previous tests of Newtonian gravity and searches for new macroscopic forces have covered length scales from light-years to nanometres [8] [9] [10] , and it has been found that new forces of gravitational strength can be excluded for ranges l from 200 mm to nearly a light-year 8, 11, 12 , but limits on new forces become poor very rapidly below 200 mm (refs 9, 13 The strange and gluon moduli arise in a scenario where supersymmetry (a hypothesized symmetry incorporated in string theory that relates bosons to fermions) is broken at 10-100 TeV, and all compactification occurs near the ultrahigh Planck scale of 10 19 GeV where gravity is unified (in these scenarios) with other forces. In this case a range of approximately a millimetre is specifically predicted. The dilaton is a scalar field required for the consistency of string theory whose vacuum value fixes the strength of the interaction between strings. It may be interpreted as the modulus describing the size of the tenth space dimension that is compactified in M-theory to yield string theory in nine space dimensions. (M-theory is the structure that unifies the various types of string theory into a single framework 1 .) The strength a associated with the dilaton can be computed, but the range l at present can only be constrained by experiment; little is known about the mechanism which gives the dilaton mass. The radion results from a very different scenario in which one or more dimensions compactify at TeV energy scales, but here a range l accessible to our experiment is again predicted.
The special significance of millimetre scales derives from a mass formula of the form m < M 2 /M P , where M P is the mass associated with the Planck scale, 10 19 GeV/c 2 , and M is a mass of 1-100 TeV/c 2 , leading to l in the centimetre to micrometre range. In the strange and gluon moduli case, M is the scale where supersymmetry breaking occurs, whereas in the radion modulus case it corresponds to the size of one or more compact dimensions. This formula also applies to the ADD theory 14 (named for its authors) in which two compact extra dimensions of millimetre size modify gravity itself. In the ADD theory M is the fundamental length scale where all physics is unified while m is a mass corresponding to the size of the large compact extra dimensions. Many scenarios of compactification, symmetry breaking and mass generation are still viable, so although the possibility of observing new forces at millimetre scales is exciting, such experiments cannot currently falsify string theory. The planar geometry of our source and detector masses ( Fig. 1 ) is chosen to concentrate as much mass density as possible at the length scale of interest. It is approximately null with respect to the 1/r 2 newtonian background, a helpful feature in the context of a new force search. A cantilever mode (similar to the motion of a diving board) of the tungsten source mass is driven to a tip amplitude of 19 mm at the resonant frequency of the detector mass. The tungsten detector mass is a double torsional oscillator 15 ; in the resonant mode of interest the two rectangular sections of the detector counterrotate about the torsion axis, with most of the amplitude confined to the smaller rectangle under the source mass and shield. Torsional motion of the detector will be driven if a mass coupled force is present between the source and detector. The motions are detected with a capacitive transducer, followed by a preamplifier, filters and a lock-in amplifier. To suppress background forces due to electrostatics and residual gas, a stiff conducting shield is fixed between the test masses. With the source at rest, the gap between source and detector is adjusted to 108 mm, and the entire apparatus is placed in a vacuum enclosure and maintained at pressures below 2 £ 10 27 torr. Figure 2 shows histograms of the raw data, collected with the source mass drive tuned both on and off the detector resonant frequency. Each plot contains data from one channel of the lock-in amplifier, corresponding to one of two orthogonal phases of the Figure 1 Major components of the apparatus. The smaller rectangle of the tungsten detector (under the shield) is 11.455 mm wide, 5.080 mm long and 195 mm thick. The detector is annealed at 1,300 8C to increase its mechanical Q to 25,000. In operation the 1,173.085-Hz resonant frequency of the detector is stabilized by actively controlling the detector temperature to 305 K. The tungsten source mass is 35 mm long, 7 mm wide and 305 mm thick. The source mass resonant frequency is tuned to the detector and driven by the PZT (lead zirconate titanate) piezoelectric bimorph. The shield is a 60-mm-thick sapphire plate coated with 100 nm of gold on both sides. The test masses and the shield are supported by three separate five-stage passive vibration isolation stacks 23 , each providing approximately 200-dB attenuation at 1 kHz. Mechanical probes are used to directly measure the relative orientation and position of each component, and to measure the source mass amplitude. Detector motions are sensed by a cylindrical capacitive probe supported 100 mm above a rear corner of the large rectangle of the detector mass. The probe is biased at 200 V through a 100 GQ resistor, and connected to an SK 152 junction field-effect transistor (JFET) through a blocking capacitor. The JFET noise temperature of 100 mK is more than sufficient to detect 305 K thermal motions of the detector mass. The JFET preamplifier is followed by a second preamplifier, filters, and finally a two-phase lock-in amplifier. The total voltage gain from the capacitive probe to the lock-in input is approximately 1600. A crystal-controlled oscillator provides a reference signal for the lock-in amplifier and drives the source mass PZT through a 1:10 step-up transformer. Figure 2 Distributions of data samples. Data were recorded at 1 Hz with a lock-in bandwidth chosen to include the noise power of the detector thermal oscillations, which was used for calibration. Each data cycle began with five 120-sample diagnostic runs with a direct-current bias of 5-10 V applied to the shield to induce a large test force, transmitted from source to detector via deflections of the shield. The biased runs were recorded at five drive frequencies separated by 15 mHz to cover the detector resonance. The shield was then grounded and the cycle continued with 720 samples with the drive tuned on-resonance (a, c) and 288 samples with the drive tuned 2 Hz below the detector resonance (b, d). The off-resonance run provided a continuous zero check. A total of 108 such cycles were acquired over five days yielding 77,760 on-resonance samples. The biased diagnostic data show that the source mass amplitude, the detector Q and resonant frequency, and the electronic gain were all stable throughout the data set.
detector motion at the drive frequency. The widths of the offresonance distributions are due to preamplifier noise, whereas the on-resonance distributions are due to the sum of preamplifier noise and detector thermal motions. The on-and off-resonance means shown in Fig. 3 agree within their standard deviations, indicating the absence of a significant resonant force signal.
Additional cycles of data were acquired with the source mass on the opposite side of the detector, with a larger, 1-mm gap, and with reduced overlap between the source and detector. No resonant signal was observed in any of these sessions, making it unlikely that the observed null result is due to a fortuitous cancellation of surface potential, magnetic, and/or acoustic effects. Several on-resonance runs were acquired with different transducer probe bias voltage settings. The observed linear dependence on bias voltage of the rootmean-square (r.m.s.) fluctuations in these data is consistent with detector motion due only to thermal noise and rules out additional motion from transducer back-action noise. This check is important because the magnitude of the detector thermal motion is used for calibration.
Data from diagnostic runs with a bias voltage applied to the shield can be used to estimate the minimum size of the residual potential difference between the shield and the (grounded) test masses needed to produce a resonant signal. We find that at least 1.5 V would be needed to generate an effect above detector thermal noise, about an order of magnitude larger than the residual potential difference actually measured between the shield and test masses. The most important magnetic background effect involves eddy currents generated when the source mass moves in an external magnetic field. Fields produced by the source currents create eddy currents in the detector, which then interact with the external field. Studies of this effect with large applied magnetic fields show that the ambient field actually present cannot generate a signal greater than one-fifth of the thermal-noise-limited sensitivity.
The instrument can be calibrated in several ways, but the most accurate method is to use the r.m.s. thermal motion of the detector, which dominates the on-resonance distributions in Fig. 2 . According to equipartition, the average kinetic energy in each normal mode of the detector is equal to 1 2 kT; where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature. The normal mode amplitude corresponding to the thermal energy can be calculated, and by comparing this with the observed voltage fluctuations a calibration can be established relating mode amplitude to voltage. A further calculation must be done to find the mode amplitude resulting from any hypothesized force.
For given values of a and l the driving force due to equation (1) is computed at 30 values of the source mass phase using Monte Carlo integration, and then the Fourier amplitude of the driving force at the resonant frequency is computed. Using the observed statistics of the data we construct a likelihood function for a for each value of l and compute 95% confidence-level upper limits on a, assuming a uniform prior probability density function (PDF) for a. This analysis is complicated by the presence of uncertainties in the geometrical and mechanical parameters needed to compute the driven displacement. To include these effects we actually construct a likelihood function of a and the uncertain parameters, and then integrate out the uncertain parameters using prior PDFs based on their experimental uncertainties. The most important of these parameters is the 108-mm equilibrium gap between source and detector which has a 6-mm uncertainty. Further details of our analysis methods are given elsewhere 16 . Our results are shown in Fig. 4 , together with other experimental limits and the theoretical predictions. Our limit is the strongest available between 10 and 100 mm. When the gluon and strange moduli forces were first proposed, the areas of their allowed regions in the (a, l) parameter space were 4.4 and 5.2 square decades respectively. By now they are nearly excluded with only 0.75 and 1.4 square decades still available. Our limit on the dilaton range for a ¼ 2,000 is l , 23 mm (corresponding to m . 8.6 meV), a factor of two better than the previous limit. For the radion modulus we set an upper limit on l of 88 mm, close to the value of 40 mm estimated Figure 3 Means of the off-and on-resonance data samples. The circular point with the larger standard deviations is the on-resonance mean. Correlations between nearby samples have been accounted for in computing the standard deviations shown by error bars. The small offset from the origin is due to leakage of the reference signal internal to the lock-in. Measurements with the shield removed and a bias voltage between the source and detector show that the phase for an attractive force is 1898. The on-resonance mean minus the off-resonance mean at 1898 is 20.44^0.82 mV. Based on calibration via the equipartition theorem this corresponds to a lumped force amplitude at the edge of the detector (smaller rectangle in Fig. 1) of 21.2^2.2 fN, where the negative sign indicates repulsion. Figure 4 Current limits on new gravitational strength forces between 1 mm and 1 cm. Our result is a 95% confidence-level upper limit on the Yukawa strength a as a function of range l (solid bold curve). It is shown together with limits from previous experiments (Lamoreaux 24 , Washington 12 , Irvine 25 ) and theoretical predictions newly constrained (gluon modulus 4 , strange modulus 4 , string dilaton 2 , radion modulus 7 ). An unpublished limit from the Stanford experiment 26 is also shown; it is derived in the presence of a background force. The dilaton strength is somewhat model-dependent and there is a range of values reported in the literature 2 . We have chosen the region 200 , a , 3,000, which includes most values. Also shown are predictions from the ADD theory with two large compact extra dimensions 14, 27, 28 , axion mediated forces 20, 21 , and the l region corresponding to a cosmological energy density between 1.0 and 0.1 times the closure density 17 . For the moduli, dilaton, and ADD theories, the upper bounds on l of the regions shown are set at the experimental limits that were known at the time the theories were proposed.
in the theory (for one extra dimension). For the ADD theory with two large extra compact dimensions, we do not quite reach the limit on the size of these dimensions already set in refs 11 and 12. Besides forces from extra dimensions, two other ideas have suggested new weak forces at submillimetre scales. The cosmological energy density needed to close the universe, if converted to a length by taking its inverse fourth root (in natural units where h ¼ c ¼ 1), corresponds to about 100 mm. This fact has led to repeated attempts [17] [18] [19] to address difficulties connected with the very small observed size of Einstein's cosmological constant by introducing new forces with a range near 100 mm. Our result is the best upper bound on a in this region, but we have not quite reached gravitational sensitivity. Finally, the oldest of these predictions, still out of reach, is the very feeble axion-mediated force 20, 21 . The axion is a field intended to explain why the violation of charge-parity symmetry is so small in quantum chromodynamics, the theory of the strong nuclear force.
Experiments of the sort reported here constrain string-inspired scenarios by setting very restrictive limits on predicted submillimetre forces. Of course, the actual observation of any new force would be a major advance. Because several theoretical scenarios point especially to these length scales, it is an important goal for the future to reach gravitational strength at even shorter distances, perhaps down to 10 mm. Experiments attempting to reach such distances will confront rapidly increasing background forces, especially electrostatic forces arising from the spatially non-uniform surface potentials of metals 22 . Electric fields due to surface potentials can be shielded with good conductors, but because of the finite stiffness of any shield they still cause background forces to be transmitted between test masses. Stretched membranes (as used by the Washington group) are more effective than stiff plates at the shortest distances, but it remains to be seen down to what distance the background forces can be effectively suppressed.
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